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A warm welcome 

 

             In this edition From the editor 

 

Dear members, 

Welcome to another edition of the newsletter.  We are celebrating a new year and 

this edition is filled with many novel and exciting initiatives. When the news is filled 

with troubles such as Syria, Ukraine, religious fundamentalism, protests about im-

migration and questions over nationalism versus the European Union, there is 

much to feel despairing about. At a time like this when there are so many polarized 

and strong stances, I am reminded of the Gestalt Therapy principle: that implicit in 

each behavior is its polarity. And that many strong judgements and hateful  feelings 

contain projections.  I am also reminded of Gestalt group theory that even if an 

element appears to be isolated, it is  part of the field. In the same way each world 

issue affects all others in the world and indeed the fixed positions exist within our-

selves as well.  

Similarly, AAGT exists with the world situation as its backdrop.  We have exciting 

initiatives and fixed gestalts within our organization too. We are getting ready for 

the joint EAGT and AAGT conference in Italy in 2016. Patricia talks of the new task 

force which will consider the role of the regions and their relationship to AAGT. 

Toni considers how international we really are as an organization. How much do we 

include and how much do we exclude and how aware of this are we? I think this is 

a question worthy of chewing over, both for us an organization and as world citi-

zens. It is also resonates for me personally. As a board member I am asking myself 

how I can include myself more.  And, as I near the end of my training, I reflect on 

how I can include the skills and experience I have gained in the next stages of my 

life. As a gestalt therapist I reflect on how Gestalt principles can be applied to the 

wider socio-political context. 

So there is a lot to reflect on.  I invite you, dear members to read and enjoy.  If the 

impulse takes you, then do join in, for example with one of the interest groups 

which Bob, Daniel and Tine talk about below.  Since we form part of a whole, per-

haps if in our AAGT ‘part’ we continue our work on community,  even though we 

are just a small drop in the ocean, you never know but  here’s hoping we may have 

a ripple effect on others. 

May this be your and our year! 
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 3 Greetings  

Patricia Tucker 

President 

Dear Members, 

It’s a cold January here in New York City, it’s a new year, and change is in the air!  There is a lot of excitement around the 

AAGT Board as we begin to start envisioning and planning for the September 2016 

joint Conference with the EAGT in Taormina, Sicily!  A joint Conference Planning Com-

mittee is beginning to form so it’s not too soon to be thinking about how you might 

like to contribute to the planning of our next conference!   

 We’ve also been working on a number of areas that I want to tell you about. One area 

of great interest to many of us is the revitalization of AAGT’s Interest Groups!  (see 

more on this elsewhere in this Newsletter). Our new Interest Group co-chairs, Daniel 

Bak and Robert Witchel have been identifying members’ areas of interest and consid-

ering new ways that Interest Group members can come together to share ideas and 

initiatives.  Consider chairing (or co-chairing) an Interest Group …set up meetings on 

Skype, use memberclicks “circles” or whatever way you’d like to connect as you help 

to bring a Gestalt therapy focus to your particular areas of interest.  Share thoughts and ideas, write articles together, start 

new initiatives, plan presentations!  AAGT Interest Groups are a great way for each of us to Advance Gestalt Therapy.  

Another area of focus for the Board has been on AAGT’s relationship to the AAGT regions.  Our new Task Force on the Re-

gions, which formed at the AGM at Asilomar is focusing on what it means to be a “region” of the AAGT and thinking togeth-

er about what AAGT’s roles and responsibilities to the regions should be.  The Task Force will have a report on this later this 

year and we will be looking forward to your feedback. 

We’re working on our website! A board Committee is now working on ideas to update our website.  We’ll keep you posted 

on this. If you’d like to offer any expertise or assistance with this project, please contact Brad Larsen Sanchez at 

brad@bradlarsenpsyd.com 

This year will see some great AAGT regional events.  This June the US Northeast Region will be presenting a gathering at 

Kean University in New Jersey on June 12  and 13, entitled, "Living as Part of the Whole:  Self in Community, Community in 

Self. The US Northwest Region will hold their conference, entitled “The State of the Art of Gestalt Therapy” October 9 

through 11 in Portland, Oregon and the US Southeast is also planning a Fall conference in Asheville, North Carolina, dates 

TBA.  Any other regional events brewing?  Please let us know what’s happening in your region!  

Also see more about this year’s AAGT Annual General Membership Meeting!  We will meet this year at Kean University in 

New Jersey immediately following the US Northeast Regional Conference.  After lots of discussion about when and where 

to hold the AGM this year, we finally chose the New Jersey location as the place most members might be able to get to and 

attend.  It is just a short distance from the Newark airport in New Jersey and the accommodations are nice and quite rea-

sonably priced.  Of course, those of us from the Northeast region (such as myself) are hoping that many of you would like 

to come to the Northeast gathering and STAY for our Annual Meeting!  

It has been such a privilege to serve as President of AAGT these past few months, to get a chance to work with our wonder-

ful and enthusiastic Board, and to do my small part in continuing the work of so many who came before me to aid in ad-

vancing Gestalt therapy and working towards making us proud of how our organization represents Gestalt therapy in the 

larger Gestalt community and beyond.  

Wishing you all a Wonderful 2015! 

Patricia 
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Greetings  

Toni Gilligan  

President-Elect 

I have been mulling over the meaning of AAGT as an International organisa-
tion in the three months since I became president-elect. (During this year I 
have the luxury of free-wheeling as the role doesn’t have specific responsibili-
ties.) Does the fact of having members from different nations make an organi-
sation international, or is there something more? I think the latter, but haven’t 
articulated that yet.  

 

And alongside this I have been reflecting on the nature of our community in 
the times between conferences. How do we be a community, in the spirit of 
GTT and our Covenant of community between the times more of us are able 
to be actually together? I am very conscious that the Board is an active virtual 
(part?) community, with email conversations almost continuous, while the AAGT list serve is mostly 
quiescent. And I understand that while some AAGT regions are active, others aren’t, and, as far as I 
know, region doesn’t correspond with region. 

 

As I prepared to write this, I thought of the regularity with which our virtual communications start 
with a description of the weather, the season, temperature, the surrounding flora of the writer. It be-
gan to seem almost a ritual, and I felt how resistant I am to starting in the same way – despite the ac-
curate national characteristic of the British always talking about the weather!. And then I became in-
terested in the weather, or rather how the differences in time zones and latitudes in which we live 
and meet, might affect us as a community. I know that I can find it a bit disorientating in a board 
meeting – we meet in a skype-type manner where we can see each other (technology permitting) – 
when I see that while the night is dark outside my window, others are in sunlight. Or when I am tight 
against the cold, and grateful for my fire, while others look relaxed in the way one can only relax in 
the warmth of the sun.  Perhaps talking about the weather is a way of locating ourselves for each oth-
er. It is so recent in humankind’s history that we have been able to be in touch instantly with people a 
season or half a day away, I wonder how that affects us, generally, and as an international community. 
It must, surely. (And is an international organisation, different from an international community?) 

 

Good wishes to you all for the year that is beginning. 

 

Toni  
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SAVE THE DATES! 

Sept 23 - 25 2016 

Taormina, Sicily 
  

The Aesthetic of Otherness:  

meeting at the boundary in a desensitized world 

 

A joint AAGT and EAGT conference at the crossroads of civilizations 

  

This will be an exciting experiment with lots of possibilities and opportunities.  Join your colleagues in this 

spectacular historic setting within rumble of Mount Etna.  

  

The joint conference will most likely be preceded by an AAGT pre-conference of paid workshops Sept 21-22. 
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AAGT Interest Groups 
Daniel Bak and Bob Witchel, Interest Group Co-Chairs 

We have been focusing on ways to revitalize Interest Groups (IGs) in AAGT. An important first step is 

for AAGT members to volunteer to become a Chair and/or Co-Chair of a specific Interest Group you 

would like to create. Another grassroots approach is for you to express a specific interest you have to 

become a participant in an IG even if you do not feel ready to take on the task of being a Chair / Co-

chair. We will help connect you with others who may have a similar interest.  We also plan to contact 

specific members to see if you would be interested in initiating an IG. We welcome your ideas, feed-

back, and suggestions on how we can revitalize IGs.  

Interest groups were and can again become vital to the functioning of AAGT, and provide an oppor-

tunity for members to engage each other in a more on-going way.  Interest Groups are created by and 

for persons with similar interests so they can communicate and network. In the past, IGs were focused 

on AAGT's internal functioning, while other IGs focused on Gestalt Therapy theory, types of clients or 

client issues, while other IGs focused on community concerns and networking.   

Below you will find: 

a preliminary list of potential AAGT Interest Group topics, based on the recent survey of AAGT 

members,  

roles and responsibilities of IG Chairs/Co-Chairs, and  

an example of an IG description – Social Interventions in Communities - that Patricia Tucker and 

Dominique Chabre are inviting members to join.    

We hope it can be a useful start-up for greater engagement in AAGT IGs. 

1.   We hope you have a curiosity about one or more of the following Interest Group topics:  

Gestalt Theory (development, discussion, etc.) 

Physical Process 

Gestalt Dream work and other creative approaches/experiments 

Gestalt and working with children, adolescents and couples/families 

Gestalt and working with couples/families 

Working in Organizations, including building coaching skills       

LGBT 

Diversity/intercultural 

Addiction  

Becoming a Gestalt Therapist / early career therapist  

The Aging Therapist 

Trauma 

Gestalt: Outdoors and Adventure-based  
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2.  Roles and Responsibilities of a Specific Interest Group Chair/Co-chair 

Using the AAGT “Covenant of Community” and the AAGT “Constitution and Bylaws” as ground 

for Interest Groups (IGs), we offer the following guide for roles and responsibilities of an Inter-

est Group Chair/Co-chair. As self-regulation, on-going organic process of Gestalt formation and 

completion, and inclusionary decision-making are significant tenets of Gestalt Therapy and 

AAGT, the explicit roles and responsibilities of an IG Chair/Co-Chair will be determined by mem-

bers of a given IG, and the following serves as a guide:  

Volunteer to serve as an Interest Group Chair/Co-Chair, and provide a topic for and initial 

description of an Interest Group (e.g., Addiction, Physical Process, Dream work, LGBTQ).  
 

Through dialogue, support the awareness of the Interest Group among AAGT membership, 

with support and guidance from the Interest Group Co-chairs (Daniel Bak and Bob 

Witchel).  If an Interest Group is an open group, continue to find ways of expanding the 

awareness of the IG amongst the membership.  
 

By engaging Interest Group members, explore methods for the Interest Group to interact 

such as, online communication (create a Circle on AAGT Website, email listserv, Skype, 

Facebook), or face-to-face meetings at and between workshops. 
 

Facilitate the creation of short and long-term goals for the Interest Group, with support (if 

needed) from Interest Group Co-chairs (Daniel Bak and Bob Witchel).  
 

Dialogue with Interest Group Co-Chairs (Daniel Bak and Bob Witchel) about ways they can 

provide guidance and leadership for the Interest Group’s success and its’ contribution to 

the AAGT International Community.  

 An Interest Group Example:          

Social Interventions in Communities 
Co-Chairs:   Dominique Chabre and Patricia Tucker 
 

This Interest Group seeks to bring together Gestalt practition-
ers who are bringing Gestalt-based work into their communi-
ties.  The purpose of the Interest Group is to share ideas, support each other's projects and de-
velop some fund-raising mechanisms to allow more Gestaltists to bring Gestalt therapy to un-
derserved populations.  Gestalt therapy is an effective tool for social interventions in communi-
ties because it brings together the field -- persons-in-context --, the respect for the whole per-
son's individual experience and interpersonal relationships.  
 
If you are interested in joining or gaining more information about this Interest Group contact 
Patricia at:  ptucker451@gmail.com   or Domi at: dominique.chabre@gmail.com  
For further information about Interest Groups please contact IG Co-Chairs - Daniel Bak 
dbak@gestalt.waw.pl  and/or Bob Witchel  bwitchel@iup.edu  We are available to respond to 
questions, for guidance and support, and help with stimulating the awareness of an IG’s devel-

AAGT Interest Groups CONTINUED 

mailto:ptucker451@gmail.com
mailto:dominique.chabre@gmail.com
mailto:dbak@gestalt.waw.pl
mailto:bwitchel@iup.edu
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The Power of Spontaneous Writing— continued 
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 The AAGT Scholarship Fund 
Wishes you a productive 2015! 

 

Please consider donating to the AAGT Scholarship Fund on your New Year's resolu-
tions list. 
 

The AAGT Scholarship Fund has raised about $100,000 over the years. Our financial 
assistance has enabled more than 200 recipients, representing over 25 countries, to 
participate in the conferences who otherwise would have been unable to do so. 

 

In addition to enriching the conferences, many of them have as a result of their expe-
rience 

become members...and many of them very active members:  on committees, on the 
board , 
regional contact persons, etc. 
 

We are very proud of our Scholarship Fund. 
 

Please consider a gift to it at this time. 
 

No matter the size, it will be greatly appreciated. 
 

Thank you. 
 

The AAGT Scholarship Fund Committee  
Adam Kincel and Dominique Chabre, co-chairs 

Bud Feder, Cathy Gray and Ariel Valenzuela, members 
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Seeking an AAGT Communications Apprentice/
Trainee for the AAGT Board 

Considering a way to get more involved with AAGT? 

We are looking for someone who would like to work with Communications Director, Brad Larsen 

Sanchez, this year to learn about AAGT communications and possibly take over the role in the fu-

ture.  If you're web/tech savvy, familiar with WordPress and detail oriented, consider applying!  

 

For more information and to apply, contact Brad at brad@bradlarsenpsyd.com. 

 

mailto:brad@bradlarsenpsyd.com
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"THE STATE OF THE ART OF GESTALT THERAPY" CONFERENCE / OCTOBER 9-11, 2015 IN PORTLAND, 
OR 
 
Save the date for this unique conference experience, co-sponsored by Gestalt Therapy Training Center--
Northwest and the Pacific Northwest Region of the Association for the Advancement of Gestalt Therapy. 
 
This conference will highlight peer-reviewed workshops/presentations and invited panels from those 
living and practicing in the Pacific Northwest. We will consider the 'state of the art' of Gestalt therapy, 
including where Gestalt therapy has come from, where we are headed, and our place in the wider field. 
In this spirit, panels and workshops will include Gestalt therapy's intersection with other therapy ap-
proaches with which we share common ground: EFT, Existential/Humanistic, Intersubjective, Psychodra-
ma, Mindfulness approaches, and Reichian therapy to name just a few possibilities. Considering our sim-
ilarities and delineating our differences, we will co-create new possibilities and learn from one another. 
Small process groups will support intimacy and deeper connection within the container of the larger 
conference. Social and networking time will also be part of the weekend experience.  
 
All are invited to join the growing and vibrant Pacific Northwest Gestalt therapy community in this ex-
periment and exploration! Take this opportunity to visit Portland, OR in the fall. Portland is a tourist 
friendly city with award winning restaurants, interesting neighborhoods for strolling and shopping, and 
beautiful parks. For a more extended trip, it is close to great hiking, and mountain and ocean adven-
tures. 
 
Visit aagt-pnw.org for information and keep checking back for updates as the conference planning 
evolves. Conference registration is not yet open, but save the date! Questions? Contact Eva Gold (503 
230-0900/ info@ gttcnw.org) or Brad Larsen Sanchez (503 715-5468 / brad@bradlarsenpsyd.com) con-
ference co-conveners. Hope to see you here! 

http://aagt-pnw.org/
http://gttcnw.org/
mailto:brad@bradlarsenpsyd.com
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AAGT Northeast Region 
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Associating and Advancing  
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Musings on happy— Bud Feder 
So many people have wished me "Happy New Year"  

in the past two weeks that I am wondering what is wrong with me...or is it 

them? 

 

I have never had a happy year. I have had years with happiness embedded 

[essentially I think, like most emotions, happiness is an evanescent experience, 

in fact more evanescent than most feelings]. 

 

I was happy for an hour or so when the Giants won their first Super Bowl... 

and each subsequent time [though now I have sworn off football because of the 

severe brain damage it does to a third of the players, showing up in later life as dementia,  

depression, suicide, etc.]. 

 

I was happy for a while when my second child was a girl [for the first I wanted a boy  

and for the third a girl...and they did as they wished. Of course I love them all...and maybe 

more importantly, they adore one another].    

 

I was happy for a bit when I managed a draw with the University of North Carolina's #2 player 

[we split two sets] Their #1 ws the best college player in the country then, so holding his #2 

even was a big ...and surprising .....accomplishment.[I am talking tennis of course]. 

 

But a year? C'mon. Is anyone happy for a year? 

 

The longest I can remember being happy is when I was 21 and had just graduated college.  

That summer, before the grind of grad school, I took myself alone to the Jersey shore 

[if you are English, that's the New Jersey USA shore], rented a room and got a 

weekend job as a busboy. I made enough on each weekend to pay the bills for next week. During the 

week 

I swam [about five miles a day with two lifeguard friends...in case I started to drown], played piano 

every 

morning for 2-3 hours thanks to a lovely man in a piano store whom I met and nurtured, had a bunch 

of boys 

and girls that came together every evening and hung out. Yes, I was unconscious and happy...happy 

with my 

body, my mind, my piano,my friends. I suppose I ate a lot of good food but don't remember that part. 

 

But a year?  

 

No way: so i wish for a you a happy, sad, exciting, dull, successful, failing, confused, clear, and, 

well, all in all a................year, Bud  
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New books at Illawarra Gestalt 

From Madness to Mozart                                                                 

Wide Ranging Essays on the Application of Gestalt therapy 

Authored by Brian O'Neill  

 

This book presents a wide range of essays across three decades of work and writing as a gestalt ther-

apist. The fields covered vary from current interventions in mental health services; working in couples 

and family therapy; child inclusive practice; domestic and family violence; substance misuse; working 

with trauma and war veterans; group work; working in court settings; communities; and manage-

ment. With this spectrum of topics I stretch gestalt therapy theory and practice to incorporate areas 

such as spirituality; relativistic quantum physics; creativity; poetry; political science; supervision and 

ethics and our developmental journey from childhood to adulthood through to old age. This is a rich 

tapestry of threads interwoven into a multifaceted view of the application of gestalt therapy in the 

21st century. 

Available at Createspace: https://www.createspace.com/4727840  

 
 

 

  

Also at Ravenwood Press  http://illawarragestalt.org/Index_files/Page619.htm 

  

 

The New York Institute for Gestalt Therapy in the 21st Century: 

An Anthology of Published Writings Since 2000 

Edited by Dan Bloom, Brian O'Neill  

 

This is a collection of writings by members of the New York Institute for Gestalt Therapy 

previously published from 2000 to 2014. Here you will find essays with much in common 

and with important differences. These papers reflect the authors' relationship to the insti-

tute and offer what they believe is representative of their work. This collection exemplifies 

the institute: our membership, our mission our sense of history-and marks our place in 

contemporary gestalt therapy. 

Available direct at CreateSpace estore:  https://www.createspace.com/4371271 

Also at Ravenwood Press  http://illawarragestalt.org/Index_files/Page619.htm 

https://www.createspace.com/4727840
http://illawarragestalt.org/Index_files/Page619.htm
https://www.createspace.com/4371271
http://illawarragestalt.org/Index_files/Page619.htm
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New book with chapter written by 
Phil Brownell 

Chapter 15: Contemporary Gestalt Therapy: An Early Case of Theoretical Integration 

come of age  

Abstract  

Introduction  

The Early Integration of Classical Gestalt Therapy  

Theoretical Core for Contemporary Gestalt Therapy  

Gestalt’s Evidence Base  

Gestalt Therapy and Contemporary Issues in Psychotherapy  

Suggestions for Further Study  

References 

KEY FEATURES: 

The book moves beyond the presentation of theories as interesting abstractions and focuses on 

how each theory provides a useful basis for contemporary practice. 

An emphasis on working from an evidence-based perspective includes full-chapter coverage and 

summaries of the concept across theoretical perspectives so that students can contrast the exist-

ing evidence bases. 

Chapters are written by internationally acclaimed experts in each theory to provide students 

with the most up-to-date information on theory revisions and how the theory is currently used. 

A clear explanation of the common factors model and its relevance to contemporary practice 

prepares readers for effective practice, as this model is an integral part of all theoretical ap-

proaches and accounts for most of the variance in counseling effectiveness. 

Inclusion of information about mindfulness in each theory helps readers understand how its basis 

in theoretical approaches. 

I wrote this chapter describing gestalt as an integrative approach (theoretical integration) with 

the anthropology of the organism-environment field being the organizing factor for centering 

the integration, and as such it fits nicely just before a chapter on John Norcross and in-

tegrative theories of psychotherapy.  Perhaps it will help people outside of gestalt thera-

py find motivation to look into GT more than they have. 
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Giving voice 
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Centre for Somatic Studies 
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The New York Institute for Gestalt Therapy in the 
21st Century  

Introduction: A New York Institute, a World Institute 

  

The future is bright for an institute almost as old as gestalt therapy itself.  

  This is a collection of writings by members of the New York Institute for 

Gestalt Therapy previously published from 2000 to 2012. Here you will find 

essays with much in common and with important differences. These papers reflect the authors’ relation-

ship to the institute and offer what they believe is representative of their work. This collection exempli-

fies the institute: our membership, our mission our sense of history—and marks our place in contempo-

rary gestalt therapy. 

 Our members aren’t linked by residence in New York. This book’s senior editor is from New York 

City and its co-editor from Wollongong, Australia. Citizens of separate nations, we nevertheless are at 

home together at the New York Institute for Gestalt Therapy (hereinafter, NYIGT). The institute’s current 

members are from 4 continents, 10 nations, and both hemispheres. Something other than their region 

brings our members together. 

 The NYIGT wasn’t actually intended to be local membership institute. The group informally orga-

nized in 1951 around a common interest —to be taught and trained in gestalt therapy by Fritz and Laura 

Perls and Paul Goodman. Those they trained soon trained others and so it continues. We soon called our-

selves the NYIGT. (Stohr, 1994, Bloom, 2009)  

 From the outset the institute’s mission was clear and was formally articulated in our Certificate of 

Incorporation. Our purpose is “ to formulate, develop, and popularize procedures and techniques in the 

theory, practice and programming of Gestalt therapy through research, meetings, programs, writings, 

lectures, and similar means." (Certificate of Incorporation of the New York Institute for Gestalt Therapy 

Inc. filed with the New York State Education Department, June 25, 1970)  

 It is this mission which guided the institute for decades and gathers us members from all parts of 

the world.  

 We hold seminars, study groups, workshops, training, practicum, and discussions on our online dis-

cussion group in which we continue “to formulate, develop, and popularize” the core theory/practice of 

gestalt therapy.  The classic model of the founding text, Gestalt Therapy, Excitement and Growth in the 

Human Personality by Fritz Perls, Ralph Hefferline, and Paul Goodman (1951) is the starting place for our 

developing gestalt therapy. While we respect the classic model, we continue to challenge and reformu-

late it to reflect our ongoing understanding of gestalt therapy theory/practice. This will be clear in the 

chapters that follow. Over the years, we developed a model of a teaching/learning community where 

teacher learns from student and student teaches the teacher. The teaching/learning process, then, is a 

field event, an emergent function of the contact-boundary (Bloom 2009).  

 The institute doesn't have an office. Our mail comes to a post office box. Our telephone is voice 

mail only. Members take turns responding to messages. We have a website (www.newyorkgestalt.org) 

and an email address (info@newyorkgestalt.org). For 60 years, we’ve met in brick and mortar rooms 

rented on an ad hoc basis. We now have a members online discussion group. Our monthly membership 

meetings in New York City are open to anyone interested in exploring or simply curious about gestalt 

therapy.  
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The New York Institute for Gestalt Therapy in the 21st Century  

Continued 

 Importantly, our “meetings” are wherever we meet one another to further the institute’s mission.  

  We meet at the contact-boundary, which is not a physical location crisscrossed by longitude and 

latitude. It is the experienced “here” of our meetings, seminars, study groups, workshops and presenta-

tions; it the “here” where we meet one another at conferences; and it is the “here” of our online discus-

sion groups. It is at this contact-boundary where the institute is ever-emerging, our creativity ever-

refreshing, and our history ever-renewing. It is fundamentally — and contactfully — the ground of our 

teaching/learning community.  

 In this sense as you read this book, as you think along with and question our authors, you are mak-

ing contact with us — the institute alive and growing in the words/ideas of our members. Being with us at 

this boundary of contact you have joined us at a “meeting” of the NYIGT.  

 Read on; engage with our members’ words and ideas. Whatever understanding co-emerges from 

your contacting us here is at the very contact-boundary that is the thriving of the NYIGT. It is how this in-

stitute that continues to draw inspiration from its own history gathers new excitement in the present.  

 History is our “DNA.” Our history shows itself in each chapter. It appears in the influence of our 

founders and teachers; it appears within the serious scholarship with which we continue to develop ge-

stalt therapy. History as a present experience is intrinsic in our commitment to developing gestalt therapy 

theory/practice from the starting point of the classic or basic model; this commitment brings us together 

as members of this institute, an institute as old as gestalt therapy itself. 

 In the following chapters you will find historical names in the references. We single out three whose 

imprint continues to shape the institute and how its members continue to further the institute’s mission. 

 Laura Perls (b. 1905 – d. 1990) was the president for life of the NYIGT. She trained therapists around 

the world from 1951 through the 1980’s. Her focus on the supports for contacting was especially influen-

tial. There is hardly a gestalt therapist at the institute who hasn’t been influenced by her directly or indi-

rectly.  

 Isadore From (b. 1919 – d. 1994) has been called the dean of gestalt therapy trainers. Fritz was one 

of the first members of the NYIGT to take gestalt therapy across the country. Isadore carried it next. 

(Stohr, 1994) Isadore taught the basic model of gestalt therapy and time and again made sure its crucial 

importance wasn’t missed.  

 Richard Kitzler (b. 1928 – d. 2009) was a central presence at the institute. He also taught the basic 

model of gestalt therapy —but from his own changing perspectives. He supported risk-taking and innova-

tion within the institute — and supported many of us to come forward with our own ideas 

 We honor these mentors who remain central to the identity and history of the NYIGT by dedicating 

this book to them.  

   

References 

Bloom, D. (2009). “The emergence of foundational gestalt therapy focus (pp. 73-86).Wollongong, AUS: 

Ravenswood Press.  

Stohr T. (1994) Here now next. Jossey–Bass: San Francisco. 
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FULL-SPECTRUM GESTALT SEX THERAPY: STELLA RESNICK 
A Comprehensive Training In Relationship And Sexual Enhance-
ment 

I want to let everyone know about my next training at Esalen this coming March. This is a wonderful op-

portunity to enjoy a memorable learning experience integrating gestalt processing with the latest re-

search in neurobiology and sexology and to spend 5 days at one of the most magnificent places on the 

planet. It also offers 26 CE credits. Here's some information. 

 

Stella Resnick, PhD 

Esalen Institute, Big Sur California 

Sunday to Friday, March 1-6, 2015 

 

26 CE credits (APA, MFT, LCSW) 

26 AASECT-approved CE credits 

 

This 5-day training integrates cutting-edge research in attachment, neuroscience, and sexology with so-

matic-experiential methodology and breath work, to explore these areas of personal, interpersonal, and 

professional development: 

 

• The Attachment-Sexuality Spectrum: from early family bonding and attachment style to romantic love, 

libido, and expansive sexual pleasures 

 

• The Pain-Pleasure Spectrum: from healing trauma, to reactivating areas of arrested development, to 

the joys of play, creativity, and exuberance 

 

• The Cognitive-Somatic Spectrum: from left-brain cognitive reframing to the healing potentials in the 

nonverbal, empathic, right brain and body attunement 

 

• The Experiential-Behavioral Spectrum: from present-centered gestalt processing, imagery and breath 

awareness, to affect-regulation, setting and realizing goals 

 

For more info: http://www.drstellaresnick.com/programs-for-professionals.  

To register, email: stella@drstellaresnick.com 

Or call: (310) 855-7565 

 

 
 

http://www.drstellaresnick.com/programs-for-professionals
mailto:stella@drstellaresnick.com
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An Elephant Called Butterfly 
Lois Meredith and Marin Hailey Moss    

As many of you know, elephants, intelligent and socially conscious animals that we should be emulating 

rather than annihilating, are being poached to extinction. Although ivory trade is banned worldwide, 

black market sales continue - in China and yes, right here in New York. At this rate there will be no ele-

phants left in the wild ten years from now. 

 

   My friend and colleague, Marian Hailey Moss, and I have written a book for kids 8-12, AN ELEPHANT 

CALLED BUTTERFLY. 

It is the story of a baby African elephant whose mother is killed by poachers. Two young people, an Afri-

can boy whose father runs the sanctuary in Africa now trying to save the baby's life, and a girl from the 

Upper West Side meet, recognize a common passion for elephants, and vow to do everything they can 

to save them. 

 

   The book is intended to raise awareness in this important and as yet untapped segment of our popula-

tion. We hope that our book will empower children to take action and to similarly move their parents. 

Although these are not specifically discussed, our book clearly embodies the Gestalt principles 

of awareness and experiment, and ofresponse-ability, the capacity to respond (in this case, compassion-

ately) to a fellow creature. 
Proceeds from the book will go to elephant conservation efforts. 

Check out our websitehttp://anelephantcalledbutterfly.com 

Warmly, 

Lois  

 

I am so happy to let you know that I have finished the re-edit of What’s Behind the Empty Chair: 

Gestalt Therapy Theory and Methodology. Using photography and graphic images to illustrate Ge-

stalt therapy concepts, the theory is presented as a series of lenses through which the therapist 

can focus on different aspects of the theory and therapy. Originally available in VHS, it is now avail-

able in chapters on DVD and on Vimeo. The previous film has been used in universities, training 

programs and organizations around the world both as an introduction and as a review of Gestalt 

therapy principles.  

Flying Without Wings: Life with Arnold Beisser, MD (author of Paradoxical Theory of Change) will also be 

available on Vimeo. 

What’s Behind the Empty Chair: Gestalt 
Therapy Theory and Methodology - Liv Estrup 

http://anelephantcalledbutterfly.com/
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Your next newsletter will be published at the end of April. 
Please send contributions to alex. Email is:  

Alexandra@gestalt.uk.com by 15th April 2015. 
 
Communications Director:   Brad Larsen Newsletter Editor: Alex Schlotterbeck Publication Guide-
lines: Articles accepted between 500 and 1500 words. Content relates to Gestalt therapy, AAGT and 
the creativity and interest of the membership. Letters to the Editor should be succinct and o the 
point. All material submitted remains the property of the Newsletter staff. Deadlines are final. Style 
can be informal, but should be good  
writing. All material is subject to editing to fit the parameters and needs of any given issue of the 
Newsletter.The content herein represents the opinions of contributing authors and not the opinion, 
policies or procedures of  
AAGT unless otherwise specified.  
Let Us Get To Know You!  
 


